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Season 1, Episode 13
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Shirley at Gunpoint



Kallen and Lelouch separately reflect upon the deaths of innocents in the Narita campaign. Shirley secretly follows Lelouch and witnesses the battle between the Japan Liberation Front and the Britannian Army, which Lelouch ends by detonating the Japan Liberation Front freighter as the Britannian Knightmares begin to board it, killing all personnel on board and giving the Black Knights the element of surprise. Suzaku attacks Lelouch, easily overpowering his weaker Burai with the Lancelot, forcing him to eject. He crash-lands near Shirley and is knocked unconscious. Shirley prepares to kill him to avenge her father, but hesitates when his mask falls off, revealing to her that Zero is Lelouch.
Quest roles:
Kiyoyuki Yanada(Dalton (voice)), Nobuo Tobita(Clovis (voice)), Ken Narita(Shirley's father (voice)), Sayaka Ohara(Milly (voice)), Noriaki Sugiyama(Rivalz (voice)), Akeno Watanabe(Viletta (voice)), Norio Wakamoto(Emperor (voice)), Jōji Nakata(Diethard (voice)), Kikuko Inoue(Cecile (voice)), Tetsu Shiratori(Lloyd (voice)), Mitsuaki Madono(Ohgi (voice)), Yasuyuki Kase(Voice on TV  (voice)), Takehiro Koyama(General (voice)), Junko Minagawa(Cornelia (voice)), Omi Minami(Euphemia (voice)), Yoshiyuki Kôno(Guildford (voice)), Shinpachi Tsuji(Kirihara (voice)), Ryuzo Hasuike(Yoshida (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
11 January 2007, 00:00
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